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Impact of Cooling Injection on
Shock Wave Over a Flat Tip in
High Pressure Turbine
Cooling design of highly loaded turbine blade tips is challenged by the scarcity of experi-
mental data and the lack of physical understanding in cooling and overtip leakage (OTL)
interaction under transonic conditions. To address these issues, this paper carried out tran-
sient thermal measurements through infrared thermography on a transonic flat tip with and
without cooling injection. Experimental data of Nusselt number and cooling effectiveness
were obtained and compared with computational fluid dynamics (CFD) results for nume-
rical validation. Both experimental data and simulation results show that cooling injection
drastically augments tip Nusselt number near pressure side (PS) which is upstream of ejec-
tion, and in areas around coolant holes. Moreover, a strikingly low Nusselt number stripe is
observed downstream of cooling injection from one of the holes in aft portion of blade. The
strip is directed transverse to local OTL streamline flowing from pressure to suction side
(SS) and sprawls to adjacent coolant wakes. Further numerical analyses concluded that
cooling injection changes tip aerodynamics and overtip shock wave structure fundamen-
tally. Oblique shock waves across the uncooled flat tip are replaced by a confined shock
train downstream of cooling injection and between cooling holes, which is constituted by
two shocks normal to local OTL flow coming from pressure side. Across the first shock,
density and pressure increases abruptly, contributing to thickening of tip boundary layer
and the plummet of skin friction on tip surface, which is responsible for the sharp
decline of tip Nusselt number and therefore, formation of low heat transfer stripe down-
stream cooling injection. [DOI: 10.1115/1.4052135]
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1 Introduction
High-pressure turbine (HPT) rotor blade tip is the most vulner-

able part among aero-engine components, because it has the
highest thermal load compared with other surfaces of turbine
blade [1]. In addition, overtip leakage (OTL) flow through tip clear-
ance of rotor blade is responsible for about 1/3 of aerodynamic effi-
ciency loss in a turbine stage [2]. Therefore, cooling and sealing
design of turbine blade tip are crucial to improve the efficiency
and service life of gas turbines and are challenging due to the com-
plexity in OTL flow and its interaction with tip cooling injection.
Classical blade tip design philosophy is partly based on experi-

mental studies of flat tip aero-thermodynamics implemented in sub-
sonic or low-speed wind tunnel. Denton [2] proposed that OTL flow
is driven into tip clearance by pressure difference between pressure
side (PS) and suction side (SS) of turbine blade. It separates at PS
edge after entering tip gap and forms a vena contracta. The
highest heat transfer rate is spotted at flow reattachment region
[3,4]. High heat transfer is also observed in the aft portion of
blade and blade leading edge, whereas a low heat transfer region
resides in the thickest part of blade, entitled “central sweet spot” [5].
Cooling design of blade tips heavily relies on testing and experi-

ence [6,7], because its performance is influenced by many factors
(flow condition, configuration of holes, and blade tips) in a
coupled manner and physics governing of coolant/mainstream
mixing is quite sophisticated [1]. For flat tip cooling, profuse exper-
imental data have been presented in subsonic linear cascade decades
ago. Film cooling effectiveness and heat transfer coefficient (HTC)

were measured under various blowing ratios and tip clearances
[8,9], as well as for different hole locations [10].
In highly loaded turbine stage such as single stage HPT, flow can

become transonic [11,12], particularly in blade tip clearance
[13,14]. Transonic features including shock wave and flow choking
qualitatively alter OTL flow pattern, and even compromise classical
tipdesignwisdomestablished in subsonicflowexperiments.Wheeler
et al. [14] demonstrated the existence of oblique shock waves within
tip clearance, which result in large changes of tip boundary layer
development. Oblique shock waves interact strongly with boundary
layer on the casing and tip, leaving clear signature of heat transfer
stripes [15,16]. In rear part of blade tipwhereOTLflow is supersonic,
heat transfer is notably lower than that near leading edge where
leakage flow is subsonic, which is different from the conclusion of
Bunker et al. [5]. Furthermore, Zhang and He [17] showed local
choking in transonic tip blocks the influence of suction side exit on
OTL flow, resulting in breakdown of the pressure-drivenmechanism
established in subsonic wind tunnel. Therefore, tip design wisdoms
need to be re-examined by incorporating transonic features, espe-
cially shock wave and flow choking phenomena.
Experimental data on transonic blade tip cooling, however, are

quite scarce and emerge only in recent years. For transonic squealer
tip cooling, Ma et al. [18] presented the first of the kind experimen-
tal heat transfer data and found distinct stripes in HTC. Saul et al.
[19] and Vieira et al. [20] studied the effect of tip gap, coolant
mass flowrate, and cavity welding beads on squealer tip heat
load. Thermal measurement of cooled winglet tip at transonic con-
ditions was presented by O’Dowd et al. [21]. To the best of the
authors’ knowledge, no experimental data of transonic flat tip
cooling have been reported in open literature.
It should be noted that although flat tip incurs higher aerody-

namic loss and is more susceptible to damage during rotor-casing
rubbing than the squealer tip, it has no extended surface to cool
so its cooling design is very simple and is still used in some
turbine products [7]. In addition, flat tip is the baseline for
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understanding the complicated aerothermal mechanisms associated
with OTL flow [22]. Furthermore, recent studies consistently
demonstrate that coolant blowing offers more benefit for flat tip
than cavity tip, especially at small tip gap. Hence, flat tip with
coolant injection has the potential to seal rotor tip clearance effec-
tively. Zhou and Hodson [23] reported tip cooling injection
reduces losses for flat tips, especially when tip clearance is small,
but has less influence for squealer tips. Similar conclusion was
also drawn in Ref. [24], who stated total pressure loss can be
reduced by 20% for a flat tip with a jet mass flowrate of 0.4% of
main flow through the passage. For transonic blade tips, Wheeler
and Saleh [25] found that flat tip outperforms cavity tip in terms
of blade loss and turning at cooling mass flows above 2% of the
mainstream. Wang et al. [26] proposed a partial squealer tip, with
flat tip in rear part of blade where OTL flow is transonic. It exhibits
the same aerodynamic loss as a full squealer tip, but improved
design space for internal cooling. In a word, flat tip cooling is
worth examining due to its simplicity in structure and cooling
design, as well as its application prospect in tip sealing.
Cooling injection could influence or interact with OTL flow

strongly, given that tip clearance is a confined space. This is sub-
stantiated recently by Ma et al. [27] on a transonic squealer tip
through a combined experimental and numerical effort. It is
found that tip aerodynamics is changed significantly by cooling
injection, even in areas far away from ejection holes. OTL flow
impinges on cavity floor due to squeezing of cooling counter-
rotating vortex pairs (CRVPs), contributing to unique thermal
stripes whose heat transfer coefficient is over 50% larger than the
uncooled tip. In earlier studies, Krishnababu et al. [28] and Naik
et al. [29] reported blockage effect from cooling injection decreases
leakage flowrate. It also improves the under-turning of leakage
flow, as presented in Refs. [30,31]. So tip leakage vortex gets
smaller and loss in turbine passage is reduced [10,32].
Interaction between shock wave and film cooling has been

studied on transonic airfoils by some researchers, but the conclu-
sions are somewhat conflicting. Xue et al. [33] reported film
cooling effectiveness and heat transfer coefficient on blade
suction side reduce abruptly downstream of the impinging shock
originated from trailing edge of adjacent blade. However, film
cooling effectiveness is affected little by the impingement of trailing
edge shock, as measured in annular cascade and double-passage
linear cascade [34,35]. In an earlier study on flat plate, Ligrani
et al. [36] stated film effectiveness is enhanced downstream of

oblique shock, due to deflection of the film toward the wall.
These contradictory claims are probably caused by the ad hoc
nature of aforementioned studies and the dependency of shock-film
cooling interaction on many factors, such as blowing ratio and
airfoil shape. For turbine blade tip, interaction between cooling
and overtip shock wave within the confined tip gap is expected to
be more sophisticated, yet relevant physical investigation has, to
the best of the authors’ knowledge, never been carried out before.
To address these challenges, this paper presents the first of the

kind experimental heat transfer data on a transonic cooled flat tip,
based on which the impact of cooling injection on overtip shock
wave structure and thermal signature is illuminated. Transient
thermal measurements using infrared thermography were carried
out on a transonic flat tip with and without cooling, in a linear
cascade whose exit Mach and Reynolds number are 0.95 and
0.88 × 106, respectively. Numerical simulations were also imple-
mented, whose sensitivity to mesh and turbulence models is thor-
oughly tested. Experimental data on tip Nusselt number and
cooling effectiveness were obtained and compared with computa-
tional results for validation purposes. Several unique thermal fea-
tures are observed consistently in experimental and numerical
results. In particular, a distinct low heat transfer stripe exists on
tip surface, located downstream of cooling injection in transonic
part of blade and directed transverse to local OTL flow streamline,
indicating the signature of shock wave. Finally, aerothermal interac-
tion mechanism behind these features are analyzed using numerical
approaches, with a focus on the impact of cooling injection on
overtip shock wave structure, as well as its connection to tip heat
transfer characteristics established through the combined experi-
mental and numerical effort.

2 Experimental Setup and Methodology
Experiments in present study were conducted on the transonic

blow-down wind tunnel at Aero-Thermal Lab, Shanghai Jiao
Tong University. As schematized in Fig. 1, compressed air is
stored in a 10 m3 tank (allowable pressure is 3 MPa) and released
through a series of valves. To adjust total pressure at the inlet of
test section, a Fisher valve (EWT Body with 667 actuator and Field-
vue DVC6000 controller) controlled through an extended Karman
filter algorithm as described in Refs. [37,38] was used. Airflow is
homogenized by honeycomb screens and flow straightening

Fig. 1 Schematic of transonic wind tunnel facility [18]
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devices and heated by a fine mesh (aperture size of 0.08 mm and fil-
ament diameter of 0.05 mm) powered by a 100 kWDC supply. This
wind tunnel has been a platform for several transonic blade tip
experiments previously, including Refs. [18,39,40].
Figure 2 shows the high-speed linear cascade and configuration

of cooled flat tip. Periodicity of the test section is ensured by
using seven blades and bleeding boundary layer fluid on two side-
walls. The test blade, which is situated in the center of the linear
cascade, is composed of two parts. The upper part is made from
resin (DSM Somos 14120) by stereolithography, whose thermal
conductivity is about 0.2 W/m-K at room temperature. Heat pene-
tration depth is calculated to be 1.5 mm at 2 s, which is far below
the height of upper blade (28 mm). So heat transfer within the
upper blade can be modelled as transient conduction in a one-
dimensional semi-infinite solid. Geometric parameters of the
blade and tip cooling holes are listed in Table 1. Tip clearance (g)
is 0.675 mm and about 1% of blade span (S). For the cooled case,
five holes with a diameter (D) of 0.8 mm and an injection angle
of 90 deg are arranged on tip surface in middle and aft portion of
blade where the baseline OTL flow in uncooled case is supersonic.

The five holes are placed at a distance of 3.5D from the PS edge,
with a pitch (Pc) of 8D.
Figure 3 schematizes test section and coolant feed system. Main-

stream pressure and temperature are measured by Pitot tube and
thermocouple (K-type, Omega Engineering) at cascade inlet.
Coolant is extracted from air storage tank through a pressure regu-
lating valve. The core elements are vortex tubes which can produce
a nearly 15 K temperature drop at the cold end. The cold air is mea-
sured by a flowmeter for volumetric flowrate and then homogenized
in thermally insulated setting chamber, where its total pressure and
temperature are measured. It is then buffered within the hollow in
upper blade, before ejecting into tip gap.
Flow conditions for present transonic turbine cascade experiment

are listed in Table 2. Mach number at cascade exit is 0.95, so
cascade flow is transonic especially at tip gap region. Total pressure
of coolant is controlled to be 1.1± 0.01 times that of cascade inlet.
As a result, mass flowrate of coolant is measured to be 0.47% of that
of mainstream in a single passage in engine-realistic condition.
Average blowing ratio with reference to cascade exit is estimated
to be 2.4. Total temperature ratio between coolant and mainstream
is controlled to be 0.9± 0.004. Turbulent intensity at cascade inlet is
around 1%.
Time history of total pressure and temperature at the inlet of

cascade during a blow-down test is graphed in Fig. 4. Inlet pressure
is stabilized at 180± 1 kPa after a valve transient of 5.5 s. Heater

Fig. 2 High-speed linear cascade and test blade with flat tip
cooling holes

Table 1 Geometry of turbine blade and tip cooling holes

Blade Flow inlet angle, α (deg) 45.3
Axial chord, Cx (mm) 38.99
Pitch, P (mm) 48.2
Tip gap height, g (mm) 0.675
Span, engine-equivalent, S (mm) 69.5

Cooling Diameter, D (mm) 0.8
Pitch, Pc (mm) 6.4
Injection angle (deg) 90
Distance from PS edge, Lc (mm) 2.8

Fig. 3 Schematic of test section and coolant supply system
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mesh is then switched on to provide a step increase in mainstream
temperature. Coolant feed system is precooled for 30 min to reach
thermal equilibrium before each blow down. Two seconds of tran-
sient thermal measurement data immediately after heating are
selected for data reduction. It is estimated that heat penetrates to a
depth of 1.5 mm.
Transient thermal measurement of tip surface temperature of

central blade is implemented by an infrared camera (FLIR A325,
320 × 240 pixels, 60 Hz). Material for infrared glass is zinc-selenide
(ZnSe). To avoid large uncertainties such as surface emissivity,
infrared window transmissivity associated with built-in calibration
for infrared camera, one thermocouple is placed flush with the tip
surface to conduct in situ calibration. Figure 5 shows the linear cal-
ibration curve between grayscale and temperature reading for infra-
red camera.
From time history of surface temperature, heat flux q′ ′ can be

reconstructed using the impulse method by Oldfield [41]. During
the data reduction window shown in Fig. 4, convective heat transfer
coefficient (HTC, h) is constant because the aerodynamics is in

steady state. According to Newton’s law of cooling

q′′ = h(Tad − Tw) (1)

When mainstream total temperature (Tt) is constant

q′′

Tt
= −h · Tw

Tt
+
hTad
Tt

(2)

For the cooled case, adiabatic temperature Tad,c is dependent on
both mainstream and coolant temperature and is constant during the
data reduction window shown in Fig. 4. For the uncooled case, adi-
abatic temperature Tad,uc is proportional to mainstream total tem-
perature [42,43], and a ramp heating method was developed by
Ma et al. [39] to reduced transient thermal measurement uncer-
tainty. Finally, h and Tad are derived from linear regression
between heat flux and wall temperature. To nondimensionalize
heat transfer coefficient, a characteristic length of 2 g is selected,
based on the reasoning elaborated in Sec. 5.2, and the Nusselt
number is defined as Nu= 2hg/k.
Linear regression procedure is illustrated in Fig. 6 for one sample

point on tip surface. Coefficient of determination (R2) is 0.9685 and
relative uncertainty in linear regression with 95% confidence (%U)
is 3.14%. On the whole tip surface, linear regression goodness is
also acceptable with an uncertainty level below 10%, as contoured
in Fig. 7. Regression performance is relatively poor in areas with
low HTC, because the smaller wall temperature rise leads to
lower signal-to-noise ratio.
Uncertainty in transient thermal measurement is listed in Table 3.

Thermocouple uncertainty is scaled by the overall temperature dif-
ference in heat transfer experiment, which is 30 K. Through four
repeated runs, the average uncertainty level in heat transfer coeffi-
cient and cooling effectiveness is ±8.7% and ±13.2%, respectively,
which is commensurate with that typically reported in literature
[8,21]. It should be noted that in the region covered by coolant
wakes, cooling effectiveness is around 0.5, so its uncertainty is

Fig. 4 Time history of total pressure and temperature at
cascade inlet

Table 2 Flow conditions

Inlet Total Pressure (Pa) 180,000
Mach 0.3
Reynolds (= ρinUinCx/μ) 0.26 × 106

Outlet Static pressure (Pa) 101,325
Mach 0.95
Reynolds (= ρeUeCx/μ) 0.88 × 106

Coolant Total pressure (Pa) 198,000

Cascade mass flowrate (kg/s) 3

Fig. 6 Data reduction at one sample point

Fig. 5 Calibration for infrared camera

Fig. 7 Contours of linear regression uncertainty on cooled flat
tip from a single run: (a) coefficient of determination and
(b) regression uncertainty
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comparatively small (±0.025, or ±5%). But in the region unpro-
tected by the coolant, cooling effectiveness can be as low as 0, so
its relative uncertainty has a large percentage (beyond ±15%).

3 Computational Setup and Sensitivity
Numerical domain is a single blade passage with periodic bound-

ary condition on lateral sides. Only feed pipes are modelled for
coolant system. Boundary conditions are specified to match the
cascade mass flowrate, exit pressure and ratios of total pressure
and temperature between coolant and cascade inlet in experiments.
Total pressure and temperature at cascade inlet are specified as 2.0
bar and 318 K, and those at cooling pipe inlet are designated as
2.2 bar and 288 K. Static pressure at cascade outlet is specified as
1.0 bar. Turbulent intensity at inlet boundary is 1%, which is com-
mensurate with the experimental measurement. Symmetry is
imposed on the hub. On blade and tip surfaces, two isothermal wall
boundary conditions (Tw= 268/278 K) are calculated, and their heat
fluxes are subtracted to derive computational heat transfer coefficient.
In addition, adiabatic wall boundary condition is also computed.
Computational mesh is illustrated in Fig. 8. It is a structured mesh

with 12 million nodes. Minimum grid size near wall is 0.002 mm to
ensure that y+ value near wall is around 1. There are 50 grid points in
the radial direction from the tip to the casing and 48 nodes on the cir-
cumference of cooling holes.Mesh independence study is carried out
and relevant parameters are listed in Table 4. Average y+ and h on tip
surfaces converge with smaller increment as the mesh size increases.
Figure 9 shows the relative difference of Nusselt number on tip sur-
faces between meshes with 12 and 15 million nodes is far below that
between meshes with 8 and 12 million nodes. Therefore, mesh with
12 million nodes is adequate for the present study.

Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) solver in present study is
ANSYS FLUENT. It is steady, density based with implicit formulation.
Second-order accuracy is selected for spatial discretization of
flow and turbulence quantities. Three Reynolds-averaged Navier–
Stokes (RANS) models are used and validated against experimental
data in Sec. 4: Spalart-Allmaras (SA), k-ω SST, and Reynolds stress
model.

4 Experimental Results and Numerical Validation
4.1 Nusselt Number. Nusselt number on the cooled flat tip

obtained from transient thermal experiment and CFD with three
RANS models are contoured in Fig. 10. Qualitative pattern
between experimental data and RANS results shows analogous
trend. High Nusselt number of above 80 is consistently observed
near leading edge stagnation point, PS edge (upstream of each
cooling hole), and around each cooling hole with similar patterns.
Interestingly, downstream of cooling injection from the fourth
hole, a strikingly low stripe of Nusselt number is noted both exper-
imentally and numerically, as highlighted in the black box. This low
Nusselt number strip is directed transverse to local OTL flow
streamline (from PS to SS) and extends to adjacent cooling injection
wakes. This unique thermal stripe should be a signature of overtip
shock wave and will be discussed in Sec. 5 thoroughly.
Figure 11 shows circumferentially averaged Nusselt number dis-

tribution along the axial direction. Qualitative trend of experimental
data is reproduced well by all three turbulence models. Nusselt
number declines near leading edge and then exhibits five peaks in
the middle/aft portion of the blade (x/Cx= [0.35, 0.9]), which
relates to the high Nusselt number around each discrete injection
shown in Fig. 10. Axial position of the five peaks also matches
well between experiment and CFD. Quantitative deviation
between experiment and three RANS models is mostly within
20% near leading edge. In middle/aft portion of the blade where
the coolant is ejected (x/Cx= [0.35, 0.9]), discrepancy among the
three RANS models is in general, much smaller than that between
each of them and the experiment. All three turbulence models over-
predict circumferentially averaged Nusselt number. The overesti-
mation percentile is mostly within 50%, except in x/Cx= [0.6,
0.8] where the experimental data reach the minimum. Here, quanti-
tative deviation from experiment has a maximum level of 70–90%
for three RANS models.
To calibrate the accuracy of the three RANSmodels in the distinct

stripe of lowNusselt number, a cut line (marked as “2”) is extracted in

Table 3 Uncertainty level in measurements

Measured quantity Uncertainty (95% C)

Wall temperature (Tw) 4% (30± 1.2 K)
Inlet temperature (Tin) 4% (30± 1.2 K)
Nusselt number (Nu) ±8.7%
Cooling effectiveness (η) ±13.2%

Fig. 9 Relative difference of Nusselt number between different
mesh sizes: (a) 8 and 12 million and (b) 12 and 15 million

Table 4 Parameters in mesh dependence study

Grid size 8 million 12 million 15 million

Nodes in tip gap 30 50 70
y+ on tip 1.085 1.097 1.099
Nu on tip 81.145 82.513 82.674

Fig. 8 Mesh topology
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Fig. 10. Nusselt number variation along this cut line is plotted in
Fig. 12. Qualitative trend between experiment and three RANS
models displays good accordance. Nusselt number increases after
entering tip clearance from PS edge (s/g= [0, 2.5]), then declines
monotonically to aminimumnear s/g= 9, and is augmented abruptly
thereafter. Quantitatively speaking, k-ωSSTmodel shows the closest
agreement with the experiment on this extracted line, which is of
utmost interest to this paper. Thus, RANS with k-ω SST model is
adopted in the CFD analyses of Sec. 5.
For the baseline case without cooling holes, contours of Nusselt

number from experimental measurement and RANS simulations
with three models are shown in Fig. 13. Overall qualitative trend
of high Nusselt number in frontal part of blade and low Nusselt
number in the rear part is captured by both experiment and
RANS with SA and k-ω SST models. High Nusselt number origi-
nating from leading edge stagnation point is consistently seen
from experimental data and RANS results with three different
models. These two observations coincide with that reported in
Ref. [16]. Quantitatively speaking, all three RANS models overpre-
dict tip Nusselt number in aft portion of blade greatly, particularly in
the locally high Nusselt number region near PS edge where separa-
tion bubble of OTL flow reattaches. This overprediction of tip
Nusselt number near PS edge is also reported in Ref. [44].
Comparing tip Nusselt number between cooled (Fig. 10) and

uncooled (Fig. 13) cases from experimental measurements and
RANS computations with k-ω SST model, it is concluded that
cooling injection alters tip Nusselt number pattern completely, indi-
cating a dramatic change of tip aerodynamics. This further sub-
stantiates the statement of Ma et al. [27] made on a transonic
squealer tip with cooling injection. Tip Nusselt number is aug-
mented significantly by cooling injection near PS edge (upstream

of cooling ejection), as well as in middle and aft portion of blade
where cooling holes are drilled. Low Nusselt number region
shrinks from across the rear part of blade in the uncooled case to
a confined stripe between cooling injection that is directed trans-
verse to local OTL flow streamline from PS to SS.

4.2 Cooling Effectiveness. Decrease of local driving tempera-
ture for heat transfer on the wall due to coolant ejection is evaluated
by a nondimensional cooling effectiveness defined as [21]

η =
Tad,uc − Tad,c
Tad,uc − Tt,c

(3)

where Tad,uc and Tad,c are the adiabatic temperature for the uncooled
and cooled case, respectively. Tt,c stands for total temperature of
coolant. Two separate test runs were conducted to obtain cooling
effectiveness.
Cooling effectiveness results obtained from experiment and CFD

with k-ω SST model are shown in Fig. 14. Qualitative pattern
between experiment and CFD agrees well with each other. Down-
stream of each discrete hole, a strip of high cooling effectiveness
exists, as a signature of the ejected coolant subject to OTL flow.
Moreover, a narrow stripe of high effectiveness is spotted down-
stream of cooling injection from the fourth and fifth hole, respec-
tively, which is directed transverse to local OTL flow streamline
and extending to adjacent coolant wakes. This is associated with
the strip of highly transonic Mach number shown in Fig. 15.
According to Refs. [42,43], higher Mach number in compressible
flow results in lower adiabatic temperature and hence, larger
cooling effectiveness value.
In summary, CFD with k-ω SST model in present study can serve

as a reliable tool to explore aerothermal patterns qualitatively,

Fig. 10 Nusselt number on flat tip with cooling injection: (a) experiment, (b) SAmodel, (c) k-ωSSTmodel, and (d ) Reynolds stress
model

Fig. 11 Circumferentially averaged Nusselt number along axial
direction for cooled flat tip Fig. 12 Nusselt number along cut line 2 in Fig. 10
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which is the main objective of this paper. In particular, the unique
stripe of low Nusselt number in cooled flat tip is captured by the
numerical solver. Nonetheless, cautions are required when using
the present numerical approach to gauge flow and heat transfer
quantities accurately.

5 Analyses and Discussions
In this section, CFD results obtained from k-ω SST model, which

have been validated by experimental data, are analyzed thoroughly
to explore cooling injection impact on tip aerodynamics, with an
emphasis on tip shock wave structure, as well as its link to tip

heat transfer, particularly the unique low Nusselt number stripe
transverse to local OTL flow streamline that is noted both experi-
mentally and numerically.

5.1 Tip Leakage Aerodynamics. An overall picture of
cooling injection impact on tip flow field, as represented by Mach
number distribution at mid-gap, is shown in Fig. 15. For the
uncooled case, OTL flow is supersonic in middle and aft portion
of blade. When coolant is introduced from five discrete holes in
this region, tip Mach number is changed substantially. OTL flow
Mach number is reduced greatly due to the blockage effect by
cooling injection, which is in concert with the findings of
Ref. [45]. OTL flow becomes subsonic near PS edge, which is
upstream of cooling ejection, as well as in coolant wakes. Superso-
nic flow exists only in areas between cooling holes and downstream
of injection, as well as near trailing edge. A thin strip of highly
transonic Mach number appears downstream of cooling injection
from the fourth and fifth hole respectively, which corresponds to
the stripe of cooling effectiveness as explained in Sec. 4.2.
Cooling injection can also influence tip aerodynamic field in

regions far away from ejection holes where coolant is not supposed
to reach. As shown in Fig. 15, reduction of Mach number due to
cooling injection from the last hole extends toward trailing edge by
around 10 diameters of cooling hole. For further demonstration, a
radially extruded surface along the SS edge of blade tip is extracted
in the fluid domain (whose projection is highlighted in Fig. 16),
where OTL flow is supposed to exit the tip clearance. The radially

Fig. 13 Nusselt number on uncooled flat tip: (a) experiment, (b) SA model, (c) k-ω SST model, and (d ) Reynolds stress model0

Fig. 14 Cooling effectiveness: (a) experiment and (b) CFD (k-ω
SST)

Fig. 15 Mach number at mid-gap (z/g=0.5), with contour of Mach=1 shown in black: (a) uncooled and (b) cooled
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averaged OTL mass flux on this surface is calculated by

m
′′
OTL =

∫g

0

(ρV · n) dz
⎡
⎣

⎤
⎦/g (4)

wheren is the unit vector normal to the extruded surface, dz is the dif-
ferential element in the radial direction, where z= 0 corresponds to
the blade tip surface and z= g relates to the casing. Ratio of the radi-
ally averaged OTLmass flux between the cooled and uncooled cases
is plotted in Fig. 16 against the local nondimensional curvilinear
coordinate (ss/SS, where SS is the curve length of the blade SS
edge). The five troughs in this graph results from the blockage
effect of each discrete coolant injection, so the local leakage mass
flux is reduced compared with the uncooled case. Near blade
leading edge, which is distant from the first hole, leakage mass flux
is augmented by more than 50%. Thus, cooling injection yields
global impact on tip leakage flowrate.
Figure 16 also displays the local blowing ratio for each coolant

injection, defined as the ratio of average mass flux in each cooling
hole to that on the PS edge of tip clearance, where the leakage flow
enters tip gap. Local blowing ratio increases monotonically from
1.46 at thefirst hole to 1.52 at thefifth hole, because the static pressure
at the outlet of the cooling holes reduces toward trailing edge. As a
result, reduction of the leakage mass flux caused by discrete cooling
ejectionbecomesmoreevident at coolingholes closer to trailingedge.
Blade loading distribution at 98% span for the uncooled and

cooled cases is graphed in Fig. 17, with the projected location of
five cooling holes’ centerlines on PS and SS also denoted. Static
pressure on blade suction side surface alters notably from the
second hole to trailing edge, while in other areas of blade surface,

static pressure is basically unaffected by cooling injection. The
lowest surface pressure is encountered at s/S∼0.3 on blade
suction side, where the isentropic Mach number reaches 1.2.

5.2 Overtip Shock Wave Structure and Its Thermal
Signature. To explore the underlying physical mechanism
behind the markedly stripe of low Nusselt number downstream of
cooling injection from the fourth hole as noted both experimentally
and numerically in Sec. 4.1, six cut planes around the fourth hole
are extracted as shown in Fig. 18(a). Cut planes 1–4 are directed
normal to the camberline, with plane 3 cut through the central
axis of the fourth hole. Pitchwise distance from cut plane 1, 2,
and 4 to the center of the fourth hole is 4.2D, 2.5 D, and 2.0D,
respectively, and the coolant has not spread to these planes, as
will be demonstrated in Sec. 5.3. The cut line shown in Fig. 10 is
actually the radial projection of cut plane 2 in Fig. 18(a). Tangential
unit vectors of these cut planes (s) can be regarded approximately as
directed along local OTL flow streamlines from PS to SS of blade
tip. Distributions of density gradient along local OTL flow stream-
wise direction, denoted by ∇ρ · s, are plotted on three cut planes for
the cooled and uncooled cases in Figs. 18(b) and 18(c), while blade
and tip surfaces are contoured by Nusselt number. Cut plane 5 and 6
are directed tangential to the camberline, whose streamwise dis-
tance from the fourth hole’s centerline is 1D and 3D. Aerothermal
quantities on these two planes will be discussed in Sec. 5.3.
As demonstrated in Fig. 18, cooling injection changes overtip

shock wave structure completely. For the uncooled case, oblique
shock wave initiates from the separation bubble near PS edge,
reflects between tip and casing walls to interact with boundary
layers, and ends with multiple shocks near camberline (on cut
plane 1–2) or SS edge (on cut plane 4). This pattern of oblique
shock reflection has been established by Zhang et al. [16]. For the
cooled case, however, the oblique shock waves no longer exist.
Instead, a shock train comprised two shocks normal to the incoming
OTL flow is observed. It spans a limited range in tip, originating
after camberline downstream of cooling injection, and terminating
through two shocks before exiting tip gap. In fact, OTL flow
becomes supersonic only after camberline, as shown in
Fig. 19(b). Near PS edge, OTL flow is subsonic due to deceleration
by cooling blockage effect. Combining the distribution of OTL
steamwise density gradient on cut plane 1 and 2 in Fig. 18(b), it
is seen that the first shock in the shock train correlates well with
the low Nusselt number strip of interest. Front surface of the first
shock in the shock train is also directed transverse to local OTL
flow streamline, similar to the low Nusselt number strip. The aero-
thermal link between these two will be elucidated in the following
analyses on cut plane 2. Physical scenario on cut plane 1 and 4 is
similar to that on cut plane 2 and will be omitted for brevity.
It is worth noting that for the uncooled flat tip of transonic turbine

blade, tip leakage flow can be regarded as compressible flow in
constant area ducts with friction, or so-called “Fanno flow,”
whose analytical solutions have been derived in the classical text-
book by Shapiro [46], albeit from a simple one-dimensional point
of view. Similarly, for the cooled flat tip, tip leakage flow can be
modeled as the Fanno flow having the resistor of the film jet in
the flow path. Thus, analyses in the following are organized with
the Fanno flow between parallel plates with a gap size of g in
mind. The characteristic length in this type of low is the hydraulic
diameter, defined as four times the ratio of cross-sectional area to
wetted perimeter, or 2 g in our case.
Figure 19 shows Mach number distribution on cut plane 2 for

uncooled and cooled tips, with the contour of Mach= 1 in black.
Tip Mach number is decreased significantly by cooling ejection.
Near PS (s/g= [0, 4]), OTL flow regimes changes from supersonic
to subsonic. Hence, oblique shock waves no longer exist in the
cooled tip. Separation bubble on tip surface is enlarged conspicu-
ously, owing to adverse pressure gradient as illustrated in
Fig. 20(b). Near camberline (s/g= [4, 8]), OTL flow in cooled tip
accelerates to supersonic regime subject to favorable pressure

Fig. 16 Ratio of the leakage mass flux between cooled and
uncooled cases along the curve length of blade SS edge (left
axis), and local blowing ratio of each cooling injection (right axis)

Fig. 17 Dimensionless static pressure along blade surface at
98% span (location of the five holes as projected onto PS and
SS also indicated)
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gradient as displayed in Fig. 20(b). Separation bubble gradually reat-
taches to tip surface. At s/g= 9, OTL flow Mach number decreases
abruptly, corresponding to the first shock in the shock train. Then
OTL flow reaccelerates and decelerates again at s/g= 10, as a
result of the second shock in the shock train. Afterward, OTL flow
reaccelerates gradually to exit the tip gap. Reacceleration after
each shock is a typical behavior in shock train [47] and is associated
with the aerodynamic nozzle effect in the core flow [48].
Figure 20 contours static pressure nondimensionalized by

cascade inlet total pressure on cut plane 2 for uncooled and
cooled tips. Near PS (s/g= [0, 4]), tip pressure field is augmented
markedly by cooling injection due to blockage effect, promoting
OTL flow separation on tip surface shown in Fig. 19(b). Then it
decreases around camberline (s/g= [4, 8]), contributing to the accel-
eration of OTL flow to supersonic regime and the reattachment of
separation bubble, as described by Fig. 19(b). At s/g= 9, an
abrupt rise of static pressure is manifested, which is related to the
first shock in the shock train. Pressure rise across the second
shock in the shock train at s/g= 10 is unnoticeable because it is
much weaker than the first shock, as will be illustrated in Fig. 21(b).
To demonstrate the variation static pressure more clearly, Fig. 21

displays gradient of nondimensional static pressure along local OTL

flow direction, denoted by ∇(P/Pt,in) · s, on cut plane 2 for
uncooled and cooled tips. For the uncooled baseline case, pressure
increases after each reflection foot of oblique shock waves on tip
and casing walls. Between two oblique shock waves, pressure
reduces due to supersonic acceleration [16]. The oblique shock
waves are terminated by two shocks normal to OTL flow direction
near camberline (s/g= [7, 8.5]), manifested by increases of stream-
wise static pressure.
For the cooled case, tip pressure field is characterized by adverse

pressure gradient along OTL streamline near PS (s/g= [0, 4]), and
then favorable pressure gradient near camberline (s/g= [4, 8]).
Moreover, banded pattern of adverse pressure gradient followed
by a favorable one is observed repeatedly at s/g= 9 and 10. Com-
bined with streamwise density gradient contour in Fig. 18(b), it is
concluded that the banded pattern is a manifestation of a shock
train composed of two shocks normal to OTL flow from PS to
SS. Pressure and density increase across each shock and reduces
afterward due to reacceleration. The first shock is stronger than
the second, facilitating the thickening of boundary layer on tip
surface at s/g= 9 shown in Fig. 19(b).
To elaborate aerodynamic behavior of the shock train in

cooled flat tip, Fig. 22 graphs the nondimensional static pressure
at tip surface and mid-gap along local OTL flow direction on

Fig. 18 Density gradient along local OTL streamwise direction on selected cut planes (blade and tip surfaces
contoured by Nusselt number): (a) location of cut planes near the fourth cooling hole, (b) cooled, and (c) uncooled

Fig. 19 Mach number on cut plane 2 (location shown in
Fig. 18(a)), with contour of Mach=1 in black: (a) uncooled and
(b) cooled (projection of central axis of the fourth cooling hole
shown in arrow)

Fig. 20 Dimensionless static pressure on cut plane 2 (location
shown in Fig. 18(a)): (a) uncooled and (b) cooled (projection of
central axis of the fourth cooling hole shown in arrow)
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cut plane 2. Pressure at tip surface and mid-gap decreases before s/g
= 8.5 and then increases in the shock train region. Pressure at
mid-gap oscillates across each shock (at s/g= 9 and 10), but the
fluctuation is not detected on the tip surface, because it is
smeared out by the dissipation in wall boundary layer [49]. This
behavior, as established for internal compressible flow in
Ref. [47], once again substantiates that a shock train is formed
within the tip gap.
One thing to note is that although the series of shocks for the

cooled flat tip is directed normal to OTL flow coming from PS
edge, as shown in Figs. 18(b) and 21(b), they are slightly different
from the normal shock train that is encountered in internal com-
pressible flow traditionally. Matsuo et al. [47] and Carroll and
Dutton [48] reported that the core flow is decelerated to subsonic
regime after each normal shock in a pocketed region, while the
flow near boundary layer remains supersonic. In the present
study, OTL flow is supersonic throughout the shock train, as
shown in Fig. 19. One conjecture for this dilemma is the tip clear-
ance in present study is much smaller than the duct height studied in
Refs. [47,48], so the subsonic pocket in core flow is overshadowed
by the supersonic outer flow near boundary layer. This argument is
backed up by a recent study from Handa et al. [50]. They investi-
gated supersonic flow in a microchannel having a rectangular
cross section with a height of 0.5 mm, based on which the Reynolds
number is 6200. Although the flow throughout the rectangular
microchannel is supersonic, a cell structure relating to shock train
is reported. In the present study, tip gap height is 0.675 mm and
the corresponding Reynolds number based on a hydraulic diameter
of twice the height is 9000 at the exit of tip clearance, which are
close to those in Ref. [50].
Up to this point, connection between the shock train and the low

Nusselt number stripe downstream of cooling injection from the
fourth hole as remarked both experimentally and numerically in
Sec. 4.1 can be readily clarified. Figure 23 graphs heat transfer coef-
ficient and skin friction coefficient (Cf) on tip surface along local
OTL flow direction on cut plane 2. Their trends are qualitatively

the same. Minimum tip Nusselt number is spotted at s/g= 9,
where skin friction is also the lowest. This is caused by the thicken-
ing of boundary layer due to the large adverse pressure gradient
generated by the first shock in shock train. The second shock at
s/g= 10 is much weaker and its influence on tip Nusselt number
is inconspicuous. Aside from wall shear, which is largely set by
the boundary layer thickness, the other mechanism that affects tip
Nusselt number is turbulent mixing, which is correlated to local
streamwise pressure gradient, as stated in Ref. [16]. After s/g= 9,
turbulent viscosity within tip boundary layer rises due to the large
adverse pressure gradient caused by the first shock in shock train.
Hence, heat transfer is promoted evidently, although the increase
of skin friction is limited.

5.3 Interaction Between Coolant and Overtip Leakage
Flow. To better illustrate the interference phenomena between
the cooling jet and OTL flow, flow quantities on plane 3 shown
in Fig. 18(a) (which is cut through the central axis of the fourth
hole) are contoured in Fig. 24. Spread of the coolant can be
traced by the distribution of dimensionless total temperature,
which is defined as θ= (Tt,in−Tt)/(Tt,in− Tt,c). OTL-dominant
region has a θ value close to 0 (hot), while coolant-dominant
region has a θ value near 1 (cold). It is shown that coolant hits
the casing directly after blowing from the hole on tip, which
forms strong blockage to OTL flow entering from PS edge. As a
result, pressure increases upstream of cooling injection and
reduces sharply right downstream of the ejecting hole. Hence,
OTL flow decelerates ahead of the cooling jet, as manifested by

Fig. 21 Gradient of dimensionless static pressure along local
OTL streamwise direction on cut plane 2 (location shown in
Fig. 18(a)): (a) uncooled and (b) cooled (projection of central
axis of the fourth cooling hole shown in arrow)

Fig. 22 Variation of dimensionless static pressure at tip surface
and mid-gap along local OTL streamwise direction for the cooled
case on cut plane 2 (location shown in Fig. 18(a))

Fig. 23 Variation of Nusselt number and skin friction coefficient
(Cf) along local OTL streamwise direction for the cooled case on
cut plane 2 (location shown in Fig. 18(a))

Fig. 24 Flowmaps on cut plane 3 (cut through central axis of the
fourth hole as shown in Fig. 18(a)): (a) dimensionless total tem-
perature, (b) dimensionless static pressure, and (c) Mach
number (contour of Mach=1 in black)
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the low Mach number region in front of the jet. Right downstream
cooling injection, tip flow accelerates rapidly to supersonic regime
subject to the large favorable pressure gradient.
Another perspective to study the interaction between cooling

injection and OTL flow is on the planes perpendicular to the stream-
wise direction of local OTL and coolant wake, which are cut tan-
gentially to the camberline. Figure 25 plots dimensionless total
temperature (θ) and normal vorticity (ωn) on cut plane 5 and 6,
which is situated 1D and 3D downstream of the central axis of
the fourth hole (locations shown in Fig. 18(a)), as well as the pro-
jection of velocity vectors on each plane. Here, normal vorticity is
defined as the dot product of vorticity and the unit normal vector of
the plane, which physically represents the rotation the flow as pro-
jected on the plane, with counter-clockwise direction denoted as
positive rotation. At 1D downstream of the hole (Fig. 25(a)),
coolant core is situated near the casing and has a symmetric distri-
bution, suggesting that cooling jet hits the casing after blowing from
the hole and bifurcates. A CRVP appears near the bottom edge of
the coolant core, due to the shearing between coolant and OTL
that is wrapped around. The left leg of the CRVP is stronger than
the right leg. At 3D downstream of the hole (Fig. 25(b)), coolant
core becomes asymmetric, with the left branch much stronger
than its right counterpart. As observed in the projection of velocity
vectors, OTL flow tends to move from leading to trailing edge (pos-
itive n direction), subject to the mainstream pressure gradient in
turbine passage. It circumvents the coolant core by flowing near
the tip surface. In consequence, the left leg of the CRVP and the
coolant core is strengthened, while the right let is weakened. Mean-
while, both legs incline to spread toward trailing edge rather than
leading edge. These mechanisms are similar to that reported on a
cooled squealer tip [27]. It should also be noted that on cut plane
1, 2, and 4 shown in Fig. 18(a), whose pitchwise coordinate is
n/D=−4.5, −2.5, and 2.0, respectively, the local flow is entirely
composed of tip leakage coming from PS edge, and the coolant
has not spread to these planes.
Lastly, it is worth mentioning that the work in this paper is con-

ducted in linear cascade with stationary casing. But the actual sce-
nario in gas turbines is more complex because the blades are
rotating. Previous work have used moving belts to simulate the
effect of relative casing motion, and the results indicated that its
effect on heat transfer coefficient of blade tips is small [51,52].
But in transonic cooled tips, interaction between tip shock wave
and casing boundary layer, as well as the trajectory of cooling jet,
whose core is situated near casing, is expected to be affected consid-
erably by the relative casing motion, particularly at high moving
speed. Thus, future work is suggested to include relative casing
motion, with the support of experimental data. Nonetheless, interac-
tion mechanism of shock wave, cooling jet and boundary layer on
transonic blade tips is intrinsically complicated even in stationary
linear cascade. Physical insights obtained in this paper provide a

solid foundation to further elucidate the aerothermal physics of
transonic turbine blade tips under rotating conditions.

6 Conclusions
Motivation for this paper comes from the scarcity of experimental

data on transonic blade tip cooling, which are useful for tip design-
ers, as well as the lack of physical insight on the interaction between
shock wave and cooling in tip clearance, which is academically
challenging. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, this is the
first of the kind heat transfer experimental data on transonic flat
tip cooling, based on which cooling injection effect on overtip
shock wave structure and heat transfer characteristics is elucidated
for the first time in open literature.
Transient thermal measurements through infrared thermography

on a transonic flat tip of a HPT blade with and without cooling
injection were conducted in this paper. The linear turbine cascade
has an exit Mach number of 0.95 and exit Reynolds number of
0.88 × 106. Five tip cooling holes are placed in rear part of blade
where basedline OTL flow is supersonic. Experimental cases are
also simulated by ANSYS FLUENT using three RANS models, whose
reliability is validated against experimental data. The obtained
heat transfer coefficients on cooled and uncooled tips show some
consistent trends in experimental and numerical results. It is
found that cooling injection changes tip heat transfer pattern drama-
tically. Tip Nusselt number is boosted significantly near PS
(upstream of cooling injection), as well as in middle and aft
portion of blade (around cooling holes). Remarkably, a narrow
stripe of low Nusselt number is manifested downstream of
cooling injection from the fourth hole. It is directed transverse to
local OTL streamline which flows from PS to SS and extends to
adjacent coolant wakes.
Analyses on aerothermal interaction physics are then performed

by CFD to explain aforementioned heat transfer features. It is con-
cluded that cooling injection changes OTL flow speed from super-
sonic to subsonic near PS (upstream of cooling injection) and in
coolant wakes. It also influences tip aerodynamic field globally,
i.e., in regions far away from ejection holes such as leading edge
and trailing edge. Furthermore, cooling injection fundamentally
alters overtip shock wave structure at the rear part of blade.
Oblique shock waves across uncooled flat tip are supplanted by a
shock train comprised two shocks normal to incoming OTL flow
in the cooled tip. The shock train is located downstream of injection
and between adjacent cooling holes, with the first shock much
stronger than the second. Large adverse pressure gradient across
the first shock in the shock train causes thickening of tip boundary
layer. So skin friction on tip surfaces plunges, leading to the
plummet of tip Nusselt number and thus, formation of the low

Fig. 25 Vortical flow structure of cooling injection: (a) cut plane 5 (located 1D downstream of the fourth hole as shown in
Fig. 18(a) and (b) cut plane 6 (located 3D downstream of the fourth hole as shown in Fig. 18(a)
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heat transfer stripe downstream the fourth cooling hole, as noted
both experimentally and numerically.
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Nomenclature
Symbols

g = tip gap height (mm)
k = thermal conductivity (W/m-K)
n = normal coordinate to a surface
s = tangential coordinate to a surface
t = time (s)
x = axial coordinate (m)
y = circumferential coordinate (m)
z = radial coordinate (m)
D = diameter of cooling holes (mm)
P = pressure (Pa)
S = blade span (mm)
T = temperature (K)
U = velocity (m/s)
Cf = skin friction coefficient (= τw/(ρinU

2
in/2))

Cx = axial chord (mm)
Tad = adiabatic wall temperature (K)
Tw = surface temperature (K)
q′′ = heat flux (W/m2)
R2 = coefficient of correlation

h, HTC = heat transfer coefficient (W/m2-K)

Greek Symbols

η = cooling effectiveness
θ = dimensionless total temperature (= (Tt,in−Tt)/(Tt,in−Tt,c))
μ = dynamic viscosity (Pa-s)
ρ = density (kg/m3)
τw = wall shear stress (Pa)

Subscripts

c = coolant
e = exit of cascade
in = inlet of cascade
s = static
t = total
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